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For this edition of our showcase series, I wanted to take the opportunity to pay tribute to the exceptional career
of UK based singer-song writer, Frank Turner.

 
Having gone solo since 2005, these past 15 years have seen Frank go from strength to strength as a musician  -

from the exceptional skills as a lyricist to playing countless shows which which sees music fans take their
understanding of live music to a whole new exciting level. As part of his own Independent Venue Love Series, this

year saw him release his latest project, Live In Newcastle at a time that we need to remind ourselves how
Independent Venues play a significant role in our ability to enjoy live music hear in the UK.

 
As you continue to read, I hope you are able to join us as we celebrate this remarkable musician who uses his

platform and love for music, to bring nothing but positive vibes and inspiration 24/7.
 

From everyone at Darkus, Frank Turner you will forever have our love and support.
 

                                                                                          Thushara X x X

Ed itors Message

darkusmagazine.com @darkusmagazine





In Conversation with
Frank Turner

As someone who love music, many of my fondest memories have
been the result of being fortunate enough to explore the music
of UK singer-songwriter, Frank Turner. Initially part of a band,
it wasn’t until 2005 where Frank took his first steps to start his
solo career, and one  hich fast forward 15 years later has seen

him develop in to one of the most remarkable singer-song
writers of the UK music scene.

 
Anyone who knows Frank Turner whether its bond they have
developed from connecting to his music, or those who  know

him in both a personal or professional capacity, is that while he
may be continuously evolving, there is one important element
which will always remain the same – his passion and drive to

create music.
 

Following news of his latest album, Live In Newcastle, which was
released on 24th April 2020 and only complements his

repertoire of material even more, I was delighted to have the
opportunity to sit down to speak to Frank over the phone to
find out more about this sensational guy who has been such a
positive influence for countless people both on a national and

international scale.
 
 

Article & Interview By Thushara
Photos By Mark Dektor



A pleasure to speak to you Frank. I take with the album coming
out a week ago its been a blessing of a 7 days?

 

Haha yea! The weather was pretty nice too! It is

good to keep busy especially with everything

that is going on in the world right now so it felt

right to move the album release forward given

that the live shows I had planned are also on

hold too.

 

This time last week you were also on air with our good friend
Jaret from Bowling For Soup for his weekly show, Talking Live.
What was that like?

 

Oh it was great! I am actually doing some more

sessions with him soon too. Jaret is an old

friend and such a lovely guy. The first time I

did it, it felt a bit random because he just text

me randomly asking if I wanted to come on, so

I was like ‘um…ok sure why not’ whereas now its

less about the Talking Live shows and more

about having the opportunity to catch up

with a good friend.

 

The album is very much part of your Independent Venue Love
Series. For anyone not familiar could you tell us a little bit more
about this great initiative.

 

Yes absolutely. As I said before I had a tour

planned before the lockdown measures came

into force. As soon as it happened though I

initially decided to do a fundraiser for the guys

and girls that work in my tour family as well as

the other people who work full time on tour

with me as a way of ensuring that they were

still being paid during these unstable times.

 

 

That went really well, and I just thought to

myself I have an audience and the capability to

do these shows, what can I do with my time to

help. I have done a lot of work with the

Independent Music Venue Trust over the

years which incidentally shows that even at the

best of times, these venues still need help, so I

thought I would do these special shows for

venues I know and love around the UK. 

 

I am very pleased to say that the IMV Trust has

picked it up and been able to start to help

some of the venues which is really cool and

something I have always wanted. At the end of

the day I am just one person with a medium

sized audience or however you want to put it. I

sadly cannot single handily save the whole

country so its good to see that other artists too

are also getting behind the incentive.

 

What are some of the Independent Venues you have performed at
yourself which have given you some very special memories?

 

Well one of the very first set of special shows I

did was for Nambucca in London close to

where I used to live. It is one of the places

where my path into music started and forms an

important part of my personal backstory during

those early stages of my career. I also did a

special event for The Joiners in Southampton –

the place I went to my first ever gig when I

was 13 years old. I could name so many great

venues to be honest around the country,

whether it is the Brudenell in Leeds or the The

Forum in Tunbridge Wells,  the town I grew up

in etc – either way they all have given me great

memories. The way I see it though is that the

least I can do, given that my career was built in

venues such as this, is to repay the favour when

I can if you get what I mean.

....I have done a lot of work with the Independent Music Venue Trust
over the years which incidentally shows that even at the best of times,

these venues still need help...









Having had a long and great journey as a musician – how would
you describe your own evolution as an artist? Has it been one
that has kept you smiling?

 

Haha good question! Well I think the first thing

I want to say is that artists should evolve and

change over time. There are some people

that remain the same now like when they

started at the start. I can understand why,

but I think it is dumb because artists should

change. 

 

For example sometimes people will passive-

aggressively say to me ‘I love your first two

albums’, which is great thanks so much, but I

cant just be focused purely on old material, I

have to change and grow. In terms of my own

evolution I think I have grown,  and feel I have

become better at song writing, sure that is for

other people to judge, but it is certainly a case

of practise makes perfect.  Also, the ingredients

of my sound that I started with are what they

were, but with each record I make and each

year that passes I want to be able to add new

ingredients and try new stuff. For example, I did

a history record, then I tried my hand at an

electronic pop record and what I do next will

be different again so yes that has kept me

smiling, thank you for asking haha!

 

Do you feel your relationship with music has enabled you realise
how versatile you are?

 

My relationship with music is a funny one,

because it has almost been in stages from a

passion, to a hobby and then into my job,

which in the most part is a good thing.

However, there can also be pit falls and dangers

in the sense for example if everything in your

life is connected.

I try very hard to keep a part of my brain

separated from the rest of my thinking, which

helps me to realise it is not just all about

work. The thing I feel most fortunate about

having been in the path for a decade, that has

given me more time to explore different areas

of music more compared to for example if I was

a day job. Whether it is learning new

instruments or trying different techniques in

the studio I am grateful to have had the

opportunity to push my own boundaries.

 

As part of this year’s magazine vision, we are focusing on positive
role models – for you who are some of the important motivators
in your life?

 

I would say probably the main ones is Henry

Rollins. Depressingly enough I had a festival

appearance scheduled in May over in Berlin

where he was supposed to be playing too, but

because of Covid-19 he is not going to be

playing that which is quite sad. He wrote a

book called Get In The Van which was really

influential when I was growing up. Beyond that

I would say Bruce Springsteen who I draw

inspiration as he is a truly versatile artist.

Neil Young as well. These are the kind of people

I look up to.

 

The bonus for the record being you also indulge in your another
of your interests - history.

 

Yes, I am a massive history buff. Funnily enough

the plan for that album at the start was not to

write  a record about women specifically but to

write a history record about of some of the

untold stories in time.  So the more I delved

deeper and deeper it seemed a lot of the stories

I was finding related to key women in history

and was like ‘oh ok, there is a theme here’ so

yea that is why it ended up going down the

road it did.

 

 

"In terms of my own evolution I think I have grown,  and feel I
have become better at song writing, sure that is for other people

to judge, but it is certainly a case of practise makes perfect."





In connection to that, how does it feel knowing that you are
bringing such inspiration and strength to others especially when
they are able to resonate and connect to your music?

 

I try not spending too much time thinking

about how my music is received because I feel

if I invest too much time doing that its easy to

get caught up in things. I am aware there will

be people who really like and support my

music and that is a beautiful thing, but I am

just grateful for being able to do what I love. 

 

Also, I am 8 studio albums in, and people are

still coming to shows, buying my records, or

like you wanting to do interviews which is very

humbling. For example, there are a lot of bands

that will get 2 records under their belt and they

kind of halt to a stop. It is not for me to say why

that is the case, but I am just very grateful and

count my blessings every day.

 

Would you agree that with the Live In Newcastle, it is much more
than a record but a reminder almost to all music fans, especially
during these testing times, to hold on to the spirit of live music?

 

I hope it will play that role. One of things I have

been trying to put across is that it is a very

different live record, it is not just ‘hey this is a

studio album recorded live’ with some crowd

noise in the background added in, do you get

what I mean? Just like storytelling, music has

different ranges so it’s a case of knowing when

to change the pace or mix things up a bit.

 

 

With everything going on right now, one of the

positives is that people are starting to

appreciate live music more. Its kind of that

notion of you don’t know what you’ve got till its

gone. I was talking to friends who told me they

invited someone to shows four or five months

to only have people responding being like ‘nah

I cant be bothered’, compared to now where

they are saying ‘I would legit love to go and see

anyone’.

 

I would relate to that as well, because I would

pretty much value the opportunity to go and

see any band live in the whole world right now.

People hopefully once the lockdown measures

are relaxed and life starts getting back to

normal with come out with much of a

appreciative outlook all the positives live music

can bring to our lives.

 

As a guy from Hampshire what would you like to say to all the
fans who have supported you and become part of the family over
the years?

 

I would just like to say thank you. I am not sure

I ever expected anyone to care that much

about what I do.  

 

To be able to sit here and have this

conversation and reflect on the things which

have happened over the past 10+ years, I am

incredibly grateful.  I am aware that a huge

reason for that is down to people buying the

records, coming to shows and continuing to

support me, and that is something I shall

forever cherish, so thank you so much!.

 

 

"Just like storytelling, music has different
ranges so it’s a case of knowing when to
change the pace or mix things up a bit."

frank-turner.com





During a year that seems to see the whole

planet losing its collective mind in rapid and

chaotic fashion, here comes a gentle drop of

sanity. Southern tour-junkie, punk-folker

and foot-stomper, Frank Turner, is releasing a

live album to soothe our quarantine blues on

April 24th – Live in Newcastle. Recorded last

November at the Newcastle O2 City Hall in

support of his latest studio release, No Man’s

Land, it sees a fresh spin on classic material.

Coming only a few months after his DVD/CD

release, Show 2000 – his 2000th show

captured in Nottingham back in 2016 – Live in

Newcastle sees Turner and his band, The

Sleeping Souls, play their set in a touching

and intimate narrative style.

Live albums are often afflicted with the

notion that they’re released as filler. That

might be the first impression here at least.

Last year’s Show 2000 was an obvious

milestone, a celebration of Turner averaging

200 shows a year during his touring career,

complete with DVD accompaniment to flesh

out the sensory reach of what one might

expect at a Frank Turner show. The swiftness

of this release shortly after might seem like

fluff, but Live in Newcastle isn’t that. Rather,

it’s an experiment, a story.

Frank Turner
Live In Newcastle Released 24th April 2020

Article By Alex Banner

Album Review



Uncharacteristically playing to a seated

audience, show no. 2429 opens with a touching

Turner classic, The Ballad of Me and My Friends.

He begins almost spoken word, dictating the

lyrics to the audience as a sermon on the fact

that everybody (those seated in front of him

included) has desires, plans, dreams, before

melting into the emotional,

 

‘None of this is going anywhere and
pretty soon we’ll all be old, and no one

left alive will really care’
 

It might seem nihilistic, but it is in fact just the

opposite. It’s a freedom cry, aiming to loosen

the shackles of overarching purpose one might

ascribe to things that happened to one person.

What is to follow is a celebratory elegy on a life

lived and where it’s happened to take Frank and

his band.

 

Throughout a winding set rallying through

Turner’s long reaching discography, each song

swings into the next with brutally honest

anecdotes and tales. This is the experiment.

Whilst he sheds new light on where songs came

from, who they’re for and what they mean to

him, we glean something entirely new about

Frank from this performance. He says himself,

 

 

“The story-telling set that I put together
with the Sleeping Souls last year was a
new venture, an experiment, a risk, and
in the end, a huge success”

It’s coyly cinematic. Starting with tales of the

London scene, starting out in the music

business, unhappy love, brushing with

addiction and being on the brink of giving in, it

triumphantly pendulums into a tales of finding

your feet, awesome marriage and generally

being a good human being in these whirlwind

times. Given the quainter setting of this

particular gig, we see some unplugged

renditions from Turner’s back catalogue, but

still he carries the same passion as though

playing an academy gig. Ultimately, it’s a

touching whistle stop tour of a life on the road,

about taking everything in stride and trying to

be everything you can be, and that if you’re

going to be anything then the final message is

clear in the outro song, Be More Kind.

 

Live in Newcastle comes alongside Frank’s

current venture #IndependentVenueLove.

During this COVID-19 crisis, Turner is hosting

virtual fundraiser gigs in an effort to raise

money inorder to support independent venues

across the UK. So far, enough money has

been raised to support five venues, provide

£10,000 to London’s cherished Nambucca, and

save Southampton’s Joiners Arms from

shutting for good.

 

If anything, it’s these gestures and messages

that come as a shining, soothing sigh of relief

during a time when it’s so easy to fall into the

trap of fending only for yourself. This live

release and charity effort are reminders that we

are all only human, so let’s at least be human to

one another.

"...it’s these gestures and messages that come as a
shining, soothing sigh of relief during a time when it’s so
easy to fall into the trap of fending only for yourself."

frank-turner.com
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